
  

     

FUNDRAISERS!     
Fundraising   for   money   or   for   items   on   our   wish   list   makes   a   great   impact   on   the   
work   we   do   at   Valley   Humane   Society!   Here   are   some   ideas   to   get   you   started:   

❖ Organize   a   yard   sale   and   donate   the   proceeds   to   VHS.   Coordinate   a   joint   yard   
sale   with   neighbors,   and   collect   household   items   from   friends   and   other   family   
members   for   an   even   bigger   impact!     

❖ Or   put   your   creative   talents   to   work!   Educate   at   the   same   time   with   a   humane   
theme   (Pets   are   family,   Spay   and   Neuter,   etc.)   Here   are   some   examples   you   can   
make   and   sell   to   raise   funds   for   the   animals:     
➢ Homemade   Dog   or   Cat   Treats,   Animal   Portraits,   T-shirts,   Jewelry,   

Pottery,   Stickers,   Magnets,   Buttons,   Baked   Goods,   Lemonade,   Hot   
Chocolate,   etc.     

❖ Some   services   you   can   offer   to   family   and   friends   in   exchange   for   donations:     
➢ Car   Washing,   Yard   Work,   House   Chores,   Babysitting,   Pet   Sitting,   Dog,   

Walking,   Running   Errands,   etc.     
❖ Collect   recycling   at   home,   from   friends   and   neighbors,   or   make   it   a   school-wide   

campaign!   Exchange   for   cash   at   a   local   recycling   center   and   donate   the   
proceeds.     

❖ Pennies   for   Pets—Collect   pennies   (or   any   type   of   cash)   at   school,   through   a   
sports   team   or   in   your   neighborhood   and   donate   them.     

DONATION   DRIVES!     
❖ Hold   a   donation   drive   in   your   neighborhood!   Obtain   permission   from   local   

facilities   or   business   owners   to   place   a   donation   box   for   a   period   of   time   before   
retrieving   it.   You   might   ask   an   animal-themed   business,   like   a   vet   or   pet   supply   
shop,   or   choose   a   general   location   with   lots   of   traffic!   Decorate   your   box   and   
make   it   clear   what   items   you   want   donated   (Please   see   our   WISH   LIST)   Make   
flyers   and   include   the   list   on   the   back!   

❖ Ask   a   local   store   to   donate   paper   bags   with   their   logo.   Pass   out   bags   to   friends,   
relatives,   and   neighbors   and   tell   them   how   long   they   have   to   fill   each   bag   
before   you   pick   up   and   donate   to   VHS!     

❖ Host   a   party   or   movie   night,   and   ask   your   guests   to   bring   donations   from   the   
list.   Many   kind   people   even   do   this   for   birthdays!   

  

  


